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First - I do not accept the premise that a depository institution that specialized
in mortgage lending is unsafe.
Today’s thrift industry has filly recovered from the 1980s debacle. I
congratulate you for surviving a tough decade. Capital is at the highest level in
more than 50 years. The industry is profitable and growing stronger each quarter.
Facts do not support the suggestion that mortgage lending specialists are inherently
unprofitable and present undue risk to the federal deposit insurance funds.
The balance sheet of the typical thrift does indeed look very different f?om the
balance sheet of the typical commercial bank. Residential mortgage assets
accounted for more than 70% of thrift assets at the end of last year. By contrast,
less than a quarter of the typical community bank portfolio’ consists of residential
mortgage assets.
It is also true that the average return on assets (ROA) for the thrift industry in
recent years has remained substantially below that of the average ROA for
commercial banks. This has caused some to conclude that specializing in home
lending is not viable; that mortgage lending specialists are more failure prone and
pose a greater risk to the deposit insurance funds than other types of lenders.
In reality, however, the picture is far more complicated. OTS staff looked at
the portfolio composition of thrift institutions with ROAs in excess of 1%. They
found that high-performing tbrifi institutions with less than $1 billion in assets
typically hold a m
percentage of their portfolios in residential mortgage assets
than the thrift industry as a whole.
Interestingly, the reverse is true for the
more than $1 billion. This difference may be
resources to successllly pursue several lines
also be because larger thrift institutions often
face highly competitive mortgage markets.
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high performing thrifts with assets of
due to large institutions having the
of business simultaneously.
It may
operate in urban areas and are apt to

“Community bank” is defined as commercial banks with assets under $1 billion
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No matter how you slice it, the hard data undercut broad claims that mortgage
specialization is typically an unprofitable or unsafe business strategy. Data from the
thrift crisis of the 1980s reinforces this conclusion.
OTS staE studied the performance of thrifts from 1985
that traditional thrifts with asset portfolios consistent with the
imposed by FlRREA were much less likely to fail than thrifts
residential mortgage assets. Moreover, the cost of resolving
much lower if the failed thrift had concentrated on residential

to 1994. They found
tougher QTL test
with a lower level of
thrifts that did fail was
mortgage lending.

Thus, the data show that specialization in mortgage lending E s does not
place the insurance funds at risk. Undoubtedly, thrift institutions in some markets
have suffered reduced earnings because of the forced concentration in residential
mortgage lending. These thrifts might benefit corn converting to banks. On the
other hand, many of the most profitable thrifts in the country are mortgage lending
specialists.
Second - I oppose eliminating powers that are unique to federal thrifts.
Cutting back on the authority of thrift institutions to affiliate with non-banks
and to engage in insurance and other activities may be a step backward on the road
to financial modernization. The House Banking Committee has produced a financial
modernization bill that would enable commercial banks to begin affiliating with
holding companies engaged in a broader range of financial enterprises. Chairman
Leach has noted that banks are losing market share “to the point [that they] could, in
short order, become anachronistic unless they are more comprehensively
empowered.” I agree with Mr. Leach.
Why then “level the regulatory playing field” by eliminating the federal thrifi
charter? The argument appears to be that if banks pay part of the FICO obligation,
and if the BIF and SAIF are merged, any of the so-called “regulatory advantages” of
thriftsshould be stripped away. The hit list includes the broader powers of thrift
holding companies and service corporations, and the broader branching powers of
thl-ifh.
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But is this approach consistent with the long-term health of your institutions?
The thrift powers on the hit list do not present safety and soundness concerns.
Moreover, under current law, banks can convert to thrift charters to take advantage
of the thrift powers. The whole concept underlying our dual banking system is that
charter choices are good.
The idea that in our large and diverse economy, one federal charter should fit
all does not strike me as valid. So long as institutions can freely convert to take
advantage of whatever form of charter best fits their business strategy, why limit
their business options?
There is growing support in this country for integrated, full-service financial
holding company structures. Why then force thrifts to terminate their affiliation with
holding companies engaged in activities broader than those currently permissible for
bank holding companies? The practical effect would be to prevent thrifts from
responding to customer demands for the very type of integrated financial services
that are so critical to the future of depository institutions.
In an age of financial modernization and regulatory burden reduction, does it
make sense for the federal government to decree that all federal thrifts must adopt a
form of charter that has been deemed anachronistic?
Third - forcing all federal thrifts to convert to commercial bank charters will
be costly.
Charter conversions are not free. A thrift converting to a commercial bank
must become familiar with a new set of statutory and regulatory requirements.
Internal systems and software must be modified to conform to the financial reporting
format of its new regulator.
Beyond these expenses are all the other costs associated with restructuring an
institution’s business to conform to the rules governing its new charter. Conversions
will be particularly costly, if bank examiners view the legislation forcing the
conversion of thrifts to banks as a Cpngressional mandate for thrifts to reduce their
residential mortgage concentration.

